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The Context 
Since the Covid event began, I have been pointing to the 14th April 2020, as the day when the 

‘reality’ of it all will become clear. While many of the facts of the disease have been revealed,  

Sweden has middle of the range deaths, Trump abandoned the WHO, 98% recovery rate, with the 

majority having very few symptoms, etc— however the real BIG clarification here in New Zealand, is 

that we will be the ONLY country on Earth to ‘Kill the Curve’. We are going for complete 

elimination of the Covid 19 virus in NZ. We can do this, we are an island at the bottom of the 

planet, we have it contained, we have everyone tracked, we have closed borders, so we can ‘kill it’, 

but THEN WHAT… this quarantine of the whole country will last until there is a safe, scientifically 

tested vaccine, which has no ETA, and some say very little chance of being found, just like the illusive 

common cold vaccine; and this may well be forced upon the whole population, if the fanatics get their 

way.……Indeed we make the perfect test country….if only we were lab rats....As we can see with 

China, the ‘kill it’ approach only leaves us open to ongoing outbreaks, shutdowns and a closed 

country, for an extended period of time.   
 

We — a country known for its international travelling, globalised businessmen and with 1/3 of our 

economy supported by tourism— are going to be THE sterile haven in a world of this rampant 

disease. At best we can expect  everyone to have a 14 day quarantine whenever they arrive in the 

country— so good bye tourism and the weekend jaunt across the ditch to Ozzie. 
 

The general consensus, as voiced on the RNZ afternoon panel, on the 14th April 2020, is that this is 

good and we can do it, and we must do it. No dissenting voice there.  Even talking with ’normal’ 

people, many have the ‘NO deaths at any price’, mantra. All very fine until we add in the suicides, 

bankruptcies and wrecked lives, people have spent 40 years building.  The real kicker is the cost of 

all this will be paid for by borrowing money from America….$10 billion for the first month…and 

that’s OK, its worth it..…hummmmm. 
 

So the plan going forward is  

Sterility, Closed Borders, No End in Sight and Borrowing……. 

From where I sit  - This is a complete fantasy.  

Controlled Herd Immunity is the common sense way forward.  
 

As one with a long term commitment to ’natural living’, in ’the demographic’ of this disease, and with 

an immune system I have not destroyed. I am ok with nature doing its thing, especially with a 98% 

survival rate.  This is a virus that is more contagious than the common cold, and spread throughout 

the world, who have no choice but to control it through the herd immunity process. So like the 

common cold it will be with humanity for evermore, in some stage or other of its cycle. I suspect 

most people can agree on this. Is it really worth upending our society in this way, for over a year or 

so? 
 

As a expat Ozzie living in NZ since 1975, I have often found myself having a different view of things 

to the average kiwi. However this time , I am not only over the ditch, I feel like I am in a completely 

different dimension. I feel like I am walking around in La La Land. Common sense has disappeared 

and the collective ‘kill nature’ ethos, so evident in NZ agriculture, appears to have infected the 

majority here. Corporate Science is the God. The only problem being, ‘she’ is such a whore to the 
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dollar, yet parliament and the judiciary are her slaves. What else have they got? This mutual 

conflict of interest between the Corporations and Government is THE fatal flaw of our 

society. Sadly it is game set and match, for the Corporations, given they have the means of 

production and thus the economy in their hands. Governments are at a disadvantage by design. 

Truth can not arise in such a circumstance, only what is good for the corporations, who we know 

are legally impelled to act psychopathically, for the benefit of their shareholders. No morality 

needed. So no not the sort of people you would want your daughter hanging out with, let alone your 

government. 
 

This is not the first time I have wondered about the  collective delusion of New Zealand. There 

have been several ‘massive deceits’ I have observed here. Muldoon’s ‘sink big’ madness, (1) that 

under ‘supreme control’, saw the country bankrupted by debt to the IMF and World bank, when 

Muldoon was their president; followed by the Lange government, where a Left government turned 

out to be a far right government, which sold off all Muldoons ‘national assets’ to their mates, and the 

most recent Key scam, where NZ became a international money laundering and tax haven, to now 

be followed by  Jacindaland, which we can only hope is not another ‘supreme control’, medical prison 

farm. The planets suggest this is a possibility. 
 

The Astrological Science of the Matter 

As an Astrologer I have often found ’understanding of this trait, in the NZ  ’birthchart’ for the NZ 

Constitution in 1853, upon which this government finds its legitimacy. The ability for the country to 

experience national delusions is very clearly marked. This also shows up positively as the 

tremendous number of innovative visionaries that NZ has produced over the years, along with some 

notable crooks. Individually this fertile imagination is usually a benefit, but as a collective. I observe, 

these Collective Astral traits usually play out in their more negative expressions.  

In this chart I have only shown the relevant planetary relationships,  

to make it easier for most people. The red lines are tensions between the planets,  

which means the more ‘unfortunate’ traits of the planets play out when they are present. 
 

¶  Moon 
º  Mercury 
»  Venus 
¼  Mars 
½  Jupiter 
¾  Saturn 

¿  Uranus 
À  Neptune 
Á  Pluto 
Ø  Persephone 
¹  Vulcan 
¸  Sun 

Ü  Aries 
Ý  Taurus 
‚  Gemini 
ƒ  Cancer 
„  Leo 
…  Virgo 

†  Libra 
‡  Scorpio 
ˆ  Sagittarius 
‰  Capricorn 
Š  Aquarius 
‹  Pisces 



We can run through lots of information, however I like to keep the astro babble to a minimum; so 

we can clump all the planets on the red lines, together, and find the simple outcomes of their 

conversations. The ones of particular interest are the relationships between Sun, Mars, Jupiter, 

Neptune and Pluto, along with a planetoid in the Keiper belt, called Persephone. The Sun, Mars, 

Jupiter Neptune  part of this sentence, talks of things from  idealism, religious fervor, through to 

total delusion. The bit that gives this all a real punch here in NZ though, is the tension between 

Mars and Pluto who bring a talent to ‘fight to the death’ to the table. Persephone the planetoid of 

‘humanity as one species’, indicates the international leadership NZ likes to show; but also the 

completeness of the delusion that is possible. They really do believe it. John Key did not mean to 

turn NZ into a criminal haven. 
 

 To add to these basic indications , the Sun and Mars are in Capricorn, and in the ‘home ‘ house. 

Which gives us a country that will fight to the death for their idealised fantasy of their home 

and family. We only need to reflect on the Kiwis international sporting success to see where this 

‘inner grit’ and idealism for the country’s success, is expressed. True kiwi visionaries are dotted 

throughout modern history. Sir Ed Hillary, Rutherford split the atom, Bill Pickering who headed the 

USA jet propulsion lab for many years, and through to Peter Jackson , but lets also remember Mr 

Asia. Naturally though, this ‘deluded psychopath’ tendency shows up in many different ways. 

Kiwis have this quiet retiring smoldering vibe, that is friendly, but are you really ever sure whether 

they are dangerous or not? A look at the family violence and incest figures per captia, which are up 

there with the best in the world, indicates the real story. 
 

Anyway, I have long observed these planetary aspects, and also had to note that I have a similar 

planetary pattern, which allows me to feel at home here. Warm fuzzy delusion has its charms in the 

middle of exquisite natural surroundings. Also it is not as if the Kiwis can do anything about their 

‘birthchart’. It is hard enough for an individual to ‘control their inner beasts’, and impossible for a 

collective of near on 5 million people to do anything about it. They have to be conscious of the 

‘problem’ first, and we will see how well they are collectively doing with that, by the reaction this 

article gets. We all know it is not a healthy occupation stirring up the Collective Shadow…..so in the 

pursuit of Astrological Science….. 
 



Then and Now 

There is the ‘birth’ tendancy to fanatical delusion, and it just so happens that this structure is 

being ‘sat upon’ by the big planets in the sky, right now.  Mars, Jupiter Saturn and Pluto are 

running over the top of the natal Sun and Mars, and thus energetically bouncing the 

whole birth structure into action. This suggests the fanatical fascist tendencies of this time, 

are powering up the fanatical defense of a dream. NZ as the one place on Earth free from one 

of the most contagious flu’s ever……This conjunction in the corporate sign of Capricorn has long 

been predicted, as the timing of the ‘Corporate Fascist takeover of the World’. It seems with these 

guys all over NZ’s delusion spot, NZ is a ‘sitting duck’ to be one of the epicentres of this effort. 

Whose science are we depending upon? It comes predominately from corporations. Vaccinated 

Sterile NZ is a corporate dream, and NZ is seduced into believing their whispers.  
 

These transits can do with some serious consideration, given their domineering nature, and the fact 

that the last time we had something similar, was from October 1982 till late 1983, when we had 

Muldoons price and wage freeze, which ultimately lead to huge economic distortions, a 20% 

devaluation of our currency, and NZ being bankrupt. (1) Few people would deny the ‘fascist’ quality 

of the Muldoon era. 
 

So these are classic indicators of a fascist coup of a country. We only need to reflect on this 

government presently pushing through the Urban Development Bill, which severely undermines 

existing property rights, while we are in a state of emergency,  to imagine what else they are 

getting up to, with their ‘executive’ powers. 
  

The chart ( on the previous page ) shows the transiting planets sitting on the base of the birth 

planetary complex, however the graph below makes this even clearer.  It is a little complex 

however, all the red lines from the chart on the previous page,  are ‘4th harmonic’ relationships, 

which means within the 360 degree circle they are all on multiples of 45 degrees. 45, 90, 135, 180 

degree angle relationships, and as in music the 4th is discordant and unsettling. So if we divided 

the whole chart by 45, and place the pieces on top of each other, we get a 45 degree graph, where 

everyone on that harmonic sits next to each other.  We can easily see who is talking to who, and 
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then what planets in the sky are effecting the whole bunch, and when. 
 

This is all very good information to have, if we wish to see some of the physics standing 

behind the reality, we are seeing in front of us.  
 

The blue box is the area of interest. The straight lines are the ‘birth’ planets, while the curving lines 

are the planets in the sky, over time. Time is along the top of the graph. This is for the year of 

2020.  Four planets are in play. Saturn is the green line and brings ‘the hard reality’ to 

manifestation. This is the limiting context of the pandemic, but also the paternalistic control we are 

seeing. This transit began on the 22nd Jan 2020 and wanders through various stages through until 

the 21 Dec 2020. This first crossing of the ‘birth bunch’ lasted till the 21 March. It was during the 

first period in January, we first heard of the ‘killing the curve’ idea, and on the 23rd March, when 

Saturn met with the bossy Jupiter and Pluto, we had Stage 3 lockdown announced, to be 

followed 2 days later with stage 4. Emergency powers in the hands of a very few.  
 

 Saturn comes back on the 3rd July crossing the Sun on 29th Aug and then again on the 3rd 

Nov, before hitting natal Jupiter and Pluto, with transiting Jupiter, on the 21 Dec 2020. This is 

when we can expect a full outcome to all this.  We will see then what dranconian developments we 

still have, and the ‘social conditions’ we will need to live under, for the next 20 years. 
 

The real deluder in this bunch though is the Jupiter transit ( blue line ) over the birth Sun 

Persephone and Neptune., from 28 Mar till 20 April,  - Stage 4 — kill the virus and no 

deaths are the mantra, while the hospitals are empty. The 20th is when we hear where we go 

next, and we can but hope some common sense, with regard to the economy, has now returned, 

especially since the Mars declination events are over. But the ‘Medically Sterile NZ’ corporate 

scientific dream so far remains the agenda……... 
 

 We can but watch for the 9th June till the 1 July 20, for more full on idealistic madness, and 

then the  Nov 20 till 21 Dec for the outcome and consequences. Will the ‘scientific maniacs’ be 

able to keep the crowd deluded that long? 
 

Sadly this may well just be the start of increasing madness. Pluto — the total autocratic—is only 

starting its passage over the country’s deluded area, and carries on through until 2024. We are 

comparatively only in 1981 at present. So any fascist tendencies put in place now, will 

continue to develop through till 2024.  
 

On the following page there are two graphs of  Pluto transiting this same area. 1981—84 and 

2019—24  The Muldoon era compared to now and our near future. Those who remember might like 

to watch the comparisons. 
 

Based on Jupiter and Saturn transits we are now in 1983 — the control economy, however with 

Pluto we are still in 1981.   
 

We can but sit and watch the play go by…….. 

 

PS.  I am heartened by a poll run by the NZ Centre for Political Research, starting on the 12 April, 

showing 81% of the respondents, do not think eradication is possible. While many other 

sensible folk I have talked to recently, understand eradication is impossible. So it may well be just 

our political elite who have succumbed to this collective madness, that wants to lead the world 

into a corporate scientific fantasy. Lets hope New Zealands’ natural democracy and common 

sense can win the day, and the Corporate Conflict of Interest will be seen for what it is. 



NZ  Pluto transit  2019 — 2025 

NZ  Pluto transit  1981 — 1984 

(1)    A study 
These graphs are of  Pluto having similar harmonic relationships to the same part of the NZ 

chart, but at different times.  The difference in the length of the time periods, is due to Pluto 

moving quicker in 1981 than now, due to it coming into its perihelion, in 1989. 
 

Observe the similarities of expression between the time periods, within the cultural and 

political life of New Zealand. Its place in the world,  its social idealism, its Control level…….. 


